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Between the first settlements in North America in the early 
seventeenth century and the National Era in the early nineteenth 
century, while Europe flourished with such men as Descartes, 
Newton, Leibniz, the Bernoullis, Euler, Lagrange, Laplace, and 
Gauss, America seems to have been a mathematical desert. Silvio 
Bedini shows that American mathematics during this period was 
not completely barren, however, for though there were no giants 
and few theoreticians of any sort, there was an active and 
important group of "mathematical practitioners." These surveyors, 
map-makers, navigators, almanac-writers, amateur astronomers, 
instrument-makers, and other "little men of science" filled the 
emergent country's need for applied mathematics. 
Growing out of Mr. Bedini's earlier work Early American 
Scientific Instruments and Their Makers, this book is a well- 
researched and informative survey of practical mathematics and 
mathematical instruments in early America. One of its concerns 
is to relate developments in surveying, map-making, navigation, 
education, and the design of instruments to various social and 
economic circumstances in the new land. Another aim is to 
provide an account of the manufacture and use of various mathe- 
matical instruments, supplemented with plates of surviving 
apparatus and an extensive glossary of technical terms, that is 
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a good reference for those interested in scientific instruments. 
The skillful combination of American social history with history 
of science and technology that results gives this book a broad 
appeal. 
The book traces the activities of the mathematical prac- 
titioners in four chronological periods from settlement through 
the colonial and revolutionary periods to nationhood, stressing 
the peculiarly American factors that shaped these activities. 
In the earliest period, map-makers were needed to aid exploration 
and settlement of the new country, particularly to chart naviga- 
ble waterways . The vast, densely wooded, and uneven terrain 
required different surveying methods and instruments from those 
commonly used in England. The primacy of maritime trade gave 
navigation a special importance and created a demand for 
compasses, quadrants, timepieces, and ephemerides. In the 
absence of trained professionals, these demands resulted in a 
dependence on self-taught men who, together with the smaller 
number of educated amateurs and science teachers Mr. Bedini terms 
“philomaths ,‘I comprised the mathematical practitioners. In the 
period of colonial development, the mathematical practitioners 
became more skilled and inventive as the country became better 
established and began to feel more independent. The need for 
navigational improvement resulted in Thomas Godfrey’s invention 
of the octant in 1730 (and in a priority controversy with the 
Englishman John Hadley). Accurate surveys like the one by Mason 
and Dixon of the Maryland-Pennsylvania boundary were needed to 
settle rival claims. The scarcity of brass led American instru- 
ment-makers to design wooden counterparts of European apparatus. 
The spare style of the American instruments emphasized that 
these were working tools, designed for hard use. The education 
system was modified to include academies, part-time science 
teachers, and evening classes for working youth to provide utili- 
tarian mathematical training for commerce and trades. Mathemati- 
cal practitioners turned to the creation of globes, orreries and 
almanacs to satisfy the increasing popular curiosity about 
science. The Revolutionary War confronted the colonists with the 
extent of their former dependence on England for weapons, maps, 
navigational charts, optical instruments, and skilled craftsmen. 
Although the mathematical practitioners were employed during the 
Revolution in map-making, gunnery, and design of military forti- 
fications, the war brought an awareness of the need for pro- 
fessional surveyors, cartographers, and engineers, and for 
precision instruments. With nationhood, America found a need 
to construct canals and roads, to survey national boundaries with 
precision, and to train seamen as maritime trade grew. New 
instruments like the solar compass and surveyor’s transit, more 
sophisticated methods introduced into navigation by advances in 
astronomy, and the establishment of institutions like West Point 
and the Coast Survey altered the practical sciences. The 
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importance of the mathematical practitioners declined around 
1820 as they were replaced by professional scientists and 
machine-made instruments. 
Bedini's account of the rise and fall of the mathematical 
practitioners is interwoven with a great deal of information 
about early mathematical instruments drawn from surveying 
accounts, sea journals, correspondence, field notebooks, colonial 
newspapers, court records, advertisements and trade cards, early 
textbooks, scientific papers, and surviving instruments. Some- 
times the information is anecdotal as in David Rittenhouse's 
introduction of spider silk cross-hairs in optical instruments, 
Godfrey's and Hadley's simultaneous invention of the octant, or 
Andrew Ellicott's surveying experiences with the zenith sector. 
In other instances like Rittenhouse's orrery or James Wilson's 
globes, only a brief description of the instrument and a plate 
are given. Inventories of a sixteenth century map-maker's 
equipment, of George Washington's surveying instruments, and of 
the navigational aids aboard Revolutionary privateers and naval 
vessels add interest. Having all this information in one place 
together with the extensive glossary of technical terms and 
descriptions of common instruments makes the book a valuable 
source for the historian of technology. 
Historians of mathematics and of science seem to favor the 
great men. Accordingly, early American science has sometimes 
been represented as a few above-average natural philosophers 
like Benjamin Franklin surrounded by a company of naturalists 
whose only contribution was to collect information for European 
patrons. Readers expecting such a treatment may be disappointed 
by Thinkers and Tinkers. The thinkers of the title get much less 
attention than the tinkers. There is almost no mention of 
contemporary mathematical developments. Details of the methods 
and theory used in the practice of surveying and navigation are 
omitted. The major figures of early American science like John 
Winthrop, astronomer, Hollis Professor of Mathematics and Natural 
Philosophy, and Fellow of the Royal Society, appear no more 
important than, say, the instrument-maker Samuel Sturmy. Such 
criticism is somewhat unfair, however, for Mr. Bedini's stated 
purpose is to "provide an overview of how the practical sciences 
were required and how they were utilized--with which and for what 
and by whom," and he succeeds within these boundaries. His 
history of the mathematical practitioners gives more diversity 
to our picture of early American science and adds another 
dimension to the social history of colonial America. 
